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White
Good evening.  The ways of getting hold of information for visually impaired people are increasing all the time.  In theory anyway.  So how come people still struggle to get the facts about something as crucial as their health?  Mani Djazmi will be investigating.  And as the world goes rather dotty about winter sports, with the coverage of the Olympics and the Paralympics, we'll be reporting on our own icy fliers.

Clip
Now this is going to be a little bit steeper.

Okay.

We'll do a couple of turns and then I think I'll stick you.

White
Well rather her than me.  Anyway we'll find out what that's all about - more from the slopes later.

The progress of technology and the advent of the internet have meant that there's more information available to us than ever before - timetables, newspapers, online shopping - have opened many hitherto inaccessible avenues to many blind and partially sighted people.  And yet, strangely, what you might regard as essential information sometimes seems to remain as unreachable as ever.

According to figures from the RNIB 95% of blind and partially sighted people are never offered confidential health information in an accessible format - things like large print, Braille or audio.  This has inspired their Losing Patients campaign, which has been bringing together NHS staff with local groups of visually impaired patients around the country to try to solve the problem.  More from the RNIB about its campaign later on but first Mani Djazmi has been talking to some patients who are affected.  Mani, what have you found out?

Djazmi
Well the main effects of this are that people miss important medical appointments because they can't read the appointment letter or they can't read the instructions relating to medication or, in the case of Paula Suchy from Milton Keynes, they can't independently fill in hospital forms.  She'll be speaking at the next RNIB Losing Patients day, this Friday, and she told me about her most recent and quite disturbing experience at Milton Keynes Hospital.

Suchy
I went for an x-ray recently because I had a problem with my hips.  When I went round to the cubicle to get ready for the x-ray there was a form to fill in about things that might affect the x-ray.  Being a woman and having an x-ray on my hips there was some quite personal questions on the form to fill in.  I told the person that came to give me the form that I really wasn't going to be able to do it.  It was a man and he stood in the open doorway of the cubicle I was in and he asked me the questions very publicly.  So I didn't find that a really comfortable experience, it was quite embarrassing.  And I didn't say anything and I didn't complain because I felt that really I didn't want to be there - I wanted to have the x-ray and go away.

Djazmi
What about after the x-ray - did you think about complaining then?

Suchy
No I didn't, which is really bad I know, I should complain.  I just - I find it difficult and I think even though I'm relatively articulate and able to do that I still find it awkward and I find that when you're reliant upon something like the NHS and the hospital that if you rock the boat you might feel awkward about going for treatment there.  So that's why I tend to keep quiet I'm afraid.

Djazmi
Have you ever asked for information to be sent to you in whichever format you prefer?

Suchy
I've asked for when I've had tests if they can send me the results in large print but I haven't ever been successful.

Djazmi
So what do you think needs to be done, I mean do you think this is down to thoughtlessness, ignorance - that sort of thing - or do you think that it goes deeper than that?

Suchy
Yeah I think there's a lack of understanding and I think that perhaps professionals think that it's okay for us to have things read to us, whereas actually some of it's very personal, private and confidential - particularly with medical things - and it is much more preferable to be able to read it yourself.

Djazmi
Do you regret not making a complaint after your experience with the x-ray?

Suchy
I do really but I just don't feel that actually saying anything to x-ray would have made an awful lot of difference, I think it goes sort of deeper and further than that and a bit higher really.  I just think it's a general thing with the hospital, it's not a departmental thing - I think we need an overall change.

Djazmi
We've contacted Milton Keynes Hospital who gave us this statement:

Statement
Our guidance for producing information reflects that each patient is unique and so where a patient asks for a specific piece of information to be made available to them - in large print or any other alternative format - our patient information lead works closely with the department treating the patient to help them make this information available.

Kathryn Deering is also someone who's been frustrated by the lack of accessible information.  In her case from the eye clinic at the Queen's Medical Centre in Nottingham.  She recently received her first ever appointment letter in large print, after attending the clinic for 15 years, but really only by chance.

Deering
I went to a Losing Patients meeting run by the RNIB and since I'd been on the television and since I'd attended this meeting and I did speak there as well and I was in the local newspaper I then went for my next hospital appointment, which was a week later, and when they sent my appointment through the post that was when I received it in large print.

Djazmi
So what do you think led to that happening?

Deering
Well probably because they were aware of me but I would hope that it's not only me that now gets it in large print or the appropriate format I require.  I just hope that it's now available for everyone that attends Nottingham QMC eye clinic.

Djazmi
What do you think needs to be done - how do you think this problem can be solved?

Deering
A centralised database would be a really good idea, i.e. my name - Kathryn Deering, I'm partially sighted - it flags up and they know to send me something in large print.  And I think they could do that for every patient.

Djazmi
How big a role do you think visually impaired people can play in achieving some kind of solution to this problem?

Deering
Well I think it might be a really big step to request it when you go to your eye clinic appointment.  I know I didn't and I wished that I had.

Djazmi
So we should be more vocal and we should make more of a fuss?

Deering
Yes I think so, we're too complacent.  But you don't have to put up with it and I think if you do make a noise and you're heard then they will do something about it.

Djazmi
And in response the Queen's Medical Centre has sent us this statement:

Statement
Letters for patients are in a typeface equivalent to size 12 Ariel.  However, it is standard practice for letters sent to patients in our head and neck directorate, which includes eye clinic and ophthalmology, to be in the equivalent to size 14 Ariel - a size which the RNIB itself recommends as a preferable size.  Unfortunately, it appears that Ms Deering has received her correspondence in point size 12 - we sincerely apologise for this.  Many patients contact us with requests for information in different formats and we would encourage Ms Deering to do the same.  We would be happy to assist.

White
So Mani, what's the government's reaction been to this - the general issue?

Djazmi
Well last June the health minister - Mike O'Brien - said in the House of Commons that rather than bringing in new legislation to make sure information is accessible the current law, under the Disability Discrimination Act, should be enforced more rigorously.  Meanwhile, in a more recent development this issue was put to the Prime Minister by the Liberal Democrat MP Annette Brooke, during last week's Prime Minister's Questions.  He was asked if he would meet with Ms Brooke and the RNIB and here's what Gordon Brown had to say:

Brown
GPs are already required under relevant legislation to make reasonable adjustments to the written information for patients with a visual impairment.  The Equality Bill also contains legislation that would avoid the discrimination against those people with lesser sight in that way.  And anybody with a visual impairment should also be aware that the General Council has given - Medical Council has given guidance that doctors must make sure that arrangements are made to meet patients' language and communication needs.  So we will do everything in our power to improve the services to those with visual impairment and I'd be very happy to meet any delegation she brings to me.

White
So an opportunity to do something about this by the sound of it.  Fazileh Hadi is the RNIB's group director for an inclusive society, she's with me listening to that.  Can we first of all establish the status of the law?  The Disability Discrimination Act is supposed to give people equivalent rights to information, so why isn't the DDA adequate protection?

Hadi
Well I think it is and in 1999 when the provision came in we saw a lot of private sector bodies implementing the provision - we saw bank statements in alternative formats and magazines coming out in audio from some of the big retailers.  And what we didn't see is steady implementation by the NHS.  So 10 years later, when we did the research, we found that 92% of people in our research still weren't getting accessible formats.  So you're absolutely right - the legislative framework is there, it's not being implemented and I think whilst I accept as blind and partially sighted people we must ask for our rights, I think it's a bit rich to put it at our door that we're the ones that should be complaining.

White
But I mean should it be challenged legally in that case?  You know if you want to make an impact perhaps one way to do this would be the RNIB or another organisation - but you'd be the obvious ones in a way to bring some kind of class action, given that it's a very long winded business and - for an individual to do it?

Hadi
A reasonable adjustment is a claim that has to be made by an individual because of the word reasonable - what's reasonable for me might not be reasonable for another, one PCT or doctor's surgery might interpret reasonableness differently.  I don't think it's about a class action but I do think it's about the government ensuring that their own public bodies - whether they're health bodies, local authorities - implement the legislation that's there.  And yes let's strengthen that legislation through the Equalities Bill, if we can, but we do have pretty decent legislation now that is not being implemented.

White
You say that it's unreasonable to actually throw it on to the visually impaired person but to be fair all visually impaired people are different - they'd all have different demands, different fonts of printing and so forth - isn't it our reasonability?  I mean I've got a doctor's appointment tomorrow, I didn't ask for accessible information - don't we have to take responsibility?

Hadi
I think you're right, you know I can look at myself as well and think have I been as assertive as I should have been.  And I just go back to saying that when you go into that doctor's surgery often or that hospital you're feeling quite anxious and concerned and as - I think it was Kathryn that said - there's not a kind of routine process that says okay you're blind and partially sighted ...

White
This is when I ask ...

Hadi
Yeah this is - if I went in and I spoke Somali or Gujarati apparently you are more likely to get a routine response - something comes up on the screen and they'll go into their process for second language speakers.  But somehow when you're blind or partially sighted that isn't the instinct of the National Health Service.  I think definitely blind and partially sighted people as individuals and collectively need to raise their own personal need for information with their PCTs and doctors.  Let's also ask the government to actually strengthen their implementation of the current Disability Discrimination Act and if necessary, if that isn't enough, let's ask them to strengthen the Equalities Bill, so that we have the National Health Service actually delivering the legislation that we already have in this country.

White
Fazileh Hadi thank you very much indeed.  And it would be very interesting to hear other people's reactions to that and their experiences.

Now much of the TV advertising for the coverage of the Winter Olympics seems to be trying to persuade us that if for some bizarre reason we don't want to hurl ourselves over a sheer drop wearing skis then we can always watch someone else do it from the comfort and safety of our couches.  But in fact there are quite a lot of visually impaired skiers out there, quite apart from those entering the Paralympics, for whom this is their sport of choice.  In Europe it's actually been a cracking year for snow and skiing, if not in Canada, and if the idea of standing on two planks of metal and throwing yourself off a mountain holds absolutely no appear listen to this band of holiday makers skiing with Vitalise - that's the specialist holiday company for visually impaired people - in the French resort of La Plagne last week.

Sharon Grennan and Anna Lawson were part of an advanced group, with their guides Rhona Christie, Aaron Scrivener and Liz George.

Actuality
And this is just absolutely virgin snow and you'll feel it's quite soft and thick.  So control your own speed.

So not to go in front of you.

You won't, box low, always have me in front.  Are you ready?

Grennan
You have to put complete faith in your guide and I think the guides are amazing.  They, in a way, have to trust us just as much.  But it's incredibly exhilarating when it works and it's partly because it works as a team as well as the sensation of the sport, so it's the two things really.

White
Having any physical contact with your guide while skiing is probably the quickest way to broken limbs.  The trick, apparently, is to decide on a guiding method which works best for you.  Anna is experimenting with following the beat.

Lawson
Well the new method I was trying with, one which was really developed by somebody else in the group, along with a couple of the guides, and it's following music in a rucksack of the guide.  So the guide goes down in front and the idea is that the blind person skis about five metres behind them, so the sound of the music gives an impression of the terrain that's to come and the width of the corridor that you have to make turn ins.

Actuality
You have to stay behind the noise.

I couldn't quite tell how far away it was.

Start in a snow plough and Liz will slow down or speed up to keep with you.  You stay in a snow plough and keep a constant speed to start with - Liz will adjust.

Okay.

Alright?  Stay there until I put the music on.

Lawson
I'm trying out this new method today and it's not my preferred method yet.  At the moment I don't feel as though it will be but I realise that it's early days.  My preferred method is what we call a pilot which is three pieces of pipe, they're rigid, and the middle one is shoulder width, they're attached together by a piece of rope to two longer pieces of pipe and the guide holds the end of the two long pieces and I hold the front piece - the shoulder width piece - and there's no physical controls from the guide, it's purely steering really.  So they're able to angle the front piece to exactly the position that I should be aiming at.

Actuality
Right your tip's down to the right, the right - no stop, stop, stop.  Now this is going to be a little big steeper.  We'll do a couple of turns ...

Grennan
I learnt to ski with my younger sister who's sighted and so when I learnt to ski the only method of guiding I had was to have someone skiing behind me telling me which way to go.  I have tried other methods and I'm willing to keep trying different methods of guiding.  The drawback of having someone telling you left and right is that the faster you go or the noisier, the more crunchy, the snow is the more difficult it is to actually hear what the guide's saying.  So I have also tried using a set of radios with a throat mic for the guide - so I have an eyepiece and the guide has a throat mic and they can give me directions using the radio.  I've tried all kinds of things and I'm willing to try new methods as well.

Actuality
Right your tips down to the left.  Go on, don't worry about how fast you're going.  If it feels okay it's okay.

Shout at me though.

Now this is going to be a little steeper.  We'll do a couple of turns and then I think I'll stick you.

Okay.  Will we stop or will you just pick up your sticks?

Well we'll see how it goes.

Lawson
Oh today we had three inches of snow, fresh snow, overnight, so the top layer of snow is very fluffy and thick and it can sort of stick on to your skis and slow you down.  Whereas yesterday some of the snow was quite crunchy and icy and it feels completely different - yesterday very much skiing on top of the snow and today it sort of feels as though you're ploughing a pathway through it.

Actuality
I said Mark's put all the songs on to be slightly annoying.  Then at least you're following a bit more and you're not getting annoyed by the beat. 

That's right, no that was good that song, that beat was something I really noticed.

Right, we're doing traversings to start with ...

Grennan
I think it's great that I'm able to go and do an active sport that I really enjoy with a group of other people as friends on holiday really.

Lawson
I think if you can find a run where you can just ski down it completely smoothly and take in the different types of terrain that it might have, like bits where you have to just crouch down, go as fast as it's going to go and then other bits where you have to do sharp turns to control your speed.  And just that feeling at the end of - well that worked - and the complete freedom of that is wonderful.

White
Well in fact I've tried it and I'll be sticking with Sue Barker thank you very much indeed.  And thanks to Nicky Barranger for putting that report together for us.

That's it for today, any queries and comments very welcome, you can call our action line on 0800 044 044 or e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  From me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team goodbye.


